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The fourth program of the ’nnd-sponsored' Mike 222?“
Wallace TV series featured Hr. Aldous“ uxley, British” author ’2 ”(2%;
andWsocialmcritic, and was broadcast on Hay 18“":1958.“ ”Thé“”g'9rn;;
following is a summary of information containeddin Bufiles e- .
garding Aldous Huxley: m) f f1

«ha.
Huxley has not been investigated by the FBI. He cg e0!

to the United States in 193’? and was residing in‘Los Angeles,
California, in 1953;.
“flaw-Mfr?”

Huxley was a delegate from Bingland to the International "
Authors Gangress for the Defense of Culture held in Paris, ,
France, from June 21 to 25,1935. Huxley was elected to the A‘
fipra’esichi‘um” of the Congress. The ”Daily Worker," an east coast '4‘
communist newspaper which suspended publication on January 13,
1958, in its issue of November 5,1944, ref1ected on page nine
that a world congress of writers organised against fascism was
held in Paris, France, in 1935 and a Paris publication attempted
to expose the congress as a communist plot to take over France.
This article mentioned that Huxley attended the congress.

(100~72924—4?1; 100—336098-1)
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| Huxley’s book, "An Encyclopaedia of Pacifism," published
I in 193‘? condemns all violence including communist and fascist r.
' violence and the use of violence to combat them. Huxley’s wordsif
I and publications have been used by pacifist groups to promote .
i their own views. . .3};

‘ On May 23,1951, testimony before the House C'ommitteé
i on (In-American Activities reflected that Huxley was one of a

number of writers who wbrhed in an organization called Friends
of Intellectual Freedom. The purpose of the organization was
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to raise funds to help former communist writers rehabilitate . *
themselves. (100-138754-9260 page 596) / j; . E. I / ..~ / 5/ T A
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Investigation developed Mbthew had some associates who were
Communist Party (GP) members but there was no evidence qf a?
membership or sympathies on the part of.Mathew Huxley. (l38-l263)

The ll/T/SZ issue qf "Counterattach" reflected that
a statement "recently" issued by the Authors' WOrld Peace Appeal
with headquarters in London, England, was signed by Huxley among
others. According to the article, the statement advocated
coexistence with Russia and condemned any writing liable to
sharpen existing dangers and hatred. The Authors’ World Peace
Appeal was described as "assertedly non-Communist group qf 950
writers. .Many are definitely not pro—Communist." The signers
qf the statement were considered to have Qfallen‘for one qf
Mbscow’s biggest lies." (100-350512-506)

.AUTION?

.None. e injwrmation and record purposes.
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, TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (1004391697) “5333/"
" 733.4

g: 7:
'3“ FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (62-11998) IR: Iwemmu {1 177mm

.7 9717:!
SUBJECTH- FUND. FOR THE REPUBLIC Few/739819

MIKE WALLACE TV INTERVIEW PROGRAMS

hfifififi ‘. ”.1;s

Enclosed for the Bureau is a tape (#137) g
monitoring the Mike wallace TV Interview, ABC—TV,£I/ 7‘
10:00 p. m. - 1:0 30 p. m... 5/18/58, with Mr ALDO LEY,
the author and soundlcritic. '

Also enclosed for the Bureau's information
in this regard are the following 2 clippings: (l)
The "New York Times," Late City Edition, page 45,
5/19/58, entitled "aley Fears New Persuasion Methods
Could Subvert Democratic Procedures." (2)"NGW'YOPK
Post, " Blue Final 5/19/58, page 25, "The View From Here,"
JO Coppola.

I HUXLEY, during the above mentioned MIKE
; 'WALLACE interview, made the following statements
' pertinent portions of which are summarized as follows:
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NY 62-11998

HUXLEY claimed that one of the things that
will diminish our freedom is "overpopulation" and
to control an overpopulated world organization is
needed.

HUXLEY stated that technological devices that
are produced today can be used to persuade man against
his sense of reason or good judgment to accept
a dictatorship willingly. HUXLEY believes that this
persuasion can be accomplished through man's subconscious
and that such a development could make "nonsense of
the whole democratic procedure which is based on
conscious choice on rational ground."

HUXLEY stated that as was reflected in his
book "A Brave New WOrld" (written 27 years ago) that
men might lose control of their minds from certain
"powerful minduchanging drugs." In addition,
HUXLEY felt the advertising agencies possible un-

! principled use of television and other mass~media
could create the same effect. HUXLEY further stated
these methods used by advertising agencies could be
employed by evil individuals for political purposes
thus making us more receptive to ideas that are
totalitarian. HUXLEY mentioned subliminal advertising
as one example of these methods that could be used for
above purpose.

HUXLEY stated that our own technological
advances should be studied so that we are not caught
off guard by situations which we do not anticipate.
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1. One Hour Speech by C. P. Snow

A. My Book "The Two Cultures" has received acclaimpall
over the world, including the Communist countries,
although it contained nothing original.

B. Our problem.is to co-ordinate the philosophies of the
scientists and un-scientific intellectuals ~-
two poles of intellectual people who are ceasing to
communicate. ‘We must find channels of communication.
Intellectuals have difficulty comprehending Science.

0. values Inherent in Science:

1. Science is not a neutral activity.

At Thelaim of Science should be to do good,
but, science has to be directed in areas
such as:

1) Hydrogen Bomb
2) Overpopulation
3) Gap between rich and poor countries

CI will not despair of the world if we don't
learn to handle these problems, but I will
despair of the‘western‘WOrld")

2. Necessity of telling the truth (built-in ethical
component). 1

3. Statistical Reality

A. We can perform certain actions, but we know
. these actions have consequences. In primitive

.society, actions have no effects (or limited
effects). In highly developed society, actions
may do great harm.

1. For example, there are 60 million cars
now in the U. S. If 30 million more cars

are added, it is a statistical reality that
there will be many more deaths.

2. Overpopulation (remarks on "problem" ~-
very vague)
Statistical moralit comes in here. It
iS'wrong to a man, but is it wrong
to kill l/lO0,000th of a man when we know
if we did not, there would be disastrous
consequences.



3. Radiation -
It is a statistical reality that if we
play around with atomic and hydrogen
energy, the results will be that the
radiation will have harmful effects
some day on some people somewhere. We
cannot escape these consequences.

D. Conclusions

1. Unless we use our intelligence, we're damned and
doomed. Scientists must communicate the truth to
the intellectuals.

2. U. S. has been lucky in their achievements and
success in the industrial revolution -- our success
is not because of any virtue or hard work -- but due
only because we were lucky.

3. If any society has the moral responsibility to bridge
the gap between economic differences in the world
it is the U. S. This is part of the Scientific
Revolution. Unless we bridge this gap we shall fail ~-
and we shall deserve to fail.

II Panel Discussion § (“Le/“M
.1

Sir C . - now ,M }
Haro d; Urey .
Aldous} ey ' W

I Fame/l/W‘mnsfor Johnsfon (Lady‘ now)
Huxlerzn (re atistic 1 Mo alit'y“)

1. "One can form good ideas of what will happen in
Ehe future and what rational policies we should
ollow. '

in Democracies but it is easy in totalitarian
countries who have no trouble dictating these
rational policies which are to everyone's
advantage. In the long run they will be carried
out by force in every country."

We have difficulties getting these policies across

2. We have to get people to vote for these rational
policies although it will upset the status quo
and cost them money and discomfort and get them
to implement these rational views.

, I Lady Snow:

1. "Our own interests must come second. -- this is
our moral obligation."
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2. "Peeple choose their own kind of Truth, but
Truth is determined on the base of all the
indisPutable facts we can find. ,If*we don't
like the Truth, we say it's untrue."

Dr. Urey:

l. [we're confused about Science and Engineering.
A. Science is to learn the Truth. Science

doesn't hurt or benefit , .
B. The application to practical things

is*what leads to trouble.

2. Concerning statistical morality, this is
nothing new; ‘We send some men into battle to be
killed because in the long run fewer men will
be killed.

Sir Snow‘s statementiiat an increaSe in autos
will cause an increase in deaths is not
justified statistically because the number of
casualties have not increased in proportion to
the number of autos. And Sir Snow made no
mention of the number of lives that have been
saved by automobiles~- taking people to doctors,
etc,

3. ‘we should not think of this in a moral way --
actually, I'm not impressed with so~called
"statistical morality".

Sir Snow: (Confused and backed down)

1. "I don't put any value on statistical morality
either -- it just came to my mind as I was
Speaking."

2. The real problem.is that we find it hard to
be future directed.

Huxley:

1. 'We are lacking in a serious attempt to see
the future.

2. If people in the 19th century had known about
the horrible factory system.that developed,
they would have avoided the extreme hardships
and penalties of the factories.

3. ‘We must apply science to human need - this
is a moral imperative in scientific enterprise.

Sir Snow:
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Sir SnOW:

1.

2G

Huxley:

1.

2.

3.

'Within 5 - 10 years, 10 countrieS'will have
nuclear'weapons'which'will be a nuisance and
*will increase the chances of a nuclear disaster
to the world, either by accident, madness or
design. The world can t take more than 2 or
3 of these nuclear disasters. This is not a
.risk.but a certainty —— this is our moral
imperatiye.

‘Overpopulation is another moral imperative.

In applied science, there is a built-in
imperative -- efficiency. '

Efficiency is not the prime value.

Ehe main question is how do we maintain our
human values.

Question to panel: "HOW'dOeS the intrinsic value of Science
lead scientists to engage in the creation of the atomic bomb?"

Sir Snowt

1.

2.

Urey:

You've got to remember history -- it was a
"battle" between the Pacifists against the
others.

I took the others' side-~to fight as long as
'we could.

Scientists vary like others in population.

1. Some are Pacifists.

2. ‘Others put all their efforts into
protecting the country we hold dear.

Lady Snow: (disagrees very much with Urey)

1.

2.

Scientists can't be_like the rest of society
because they're dealing with matters osuch
great siZe and importance.

The responsibility is on.the Scientist in
he can't be an ordinary person.



Huxley:

1.

2.

Urey:

1.

2.

"Scientists and non-Scientists are prisoners
of their culture. This is a horrible fact."

We all know there must be one world but how do
‘we get this idea implemented-~by consent or by ',
fbrce? _ (/'

(Riot here - student in first row stood up to
oppose Huxley. Campus police took him.out,
kicking.him, and‘with much struggle. People
in first 5 rows (reserved) all stood up,
and demanded the student be allowed to stay and
Speak, but he was taken out.) -

Mbst of my friends think the atomic bomb is one
of the greatest problems, but we should not be

discouraged.

But I am.discouraged when the Scientists make
_ the decisions and, in actuality, represent such a

small percentage of the people.

Lady'snow:

1.

Huxley:

"I haVe felt the problem of the people of
India in my bones. ‘We have to experience
Science to bridge the gap."

(Lady Snow writes books - novels, etc. to
bridge this gap. She admitted, and rather bragged,
that she was "mathematically blind" and knows
nothing about science but she "feels it in her
bones" and is able to communicate Science to the
inteleectuals.)

It is astonishingly difficult to bridge this gap.

Lady Snow:

Urey:

It can't be deliberately done, but the mere
understanding that the problem.exists helps.

You don't have to understand everything that
happens,

For example, when we push the doorbell and a
sound is heard in the kitchen, we don't have
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.Sir,Snow:

1;

2;

l 'J'iv' ‘ 1 i
H1,
‘ HL 0' i

2.

3.

5w

to understand everything that made this
possible-6 it isn‘t really necessary to
understand.

But whatvworries me.is when peeple are proud
that they don‘t understand the facts.

(no indication of change in subject)
My 2 essays on Culture have been well received
in the 1135.354. R1 I

'The Russians have the advantage
Aa§:of’knowing the importance of science
b) of having high school education very

mECh better than that in England or
t e Uo‘Sn .

I have made 2 trips to the U.SwS.R.-~ one
just last'Week; , '

I am not impressed with. “the II"stigréziumtages"
Sir Snow states.the Russians have. I saw
no such advantages.

I was impressed that the Scientists will talk
no politics or public affairs.

'1 was impressed that I could see no Russian
‘Scientist in a private conversation.

The problem.of'tommunication between the tmo
cultures is, indeed, very importants

a) I.think scientists can do better in
bridging this gap than non~scientists.

b) But I'm also interested in politics and
. economics (indicated he wasn’t sure'We

could, or'should,'btidge this gap.)

Problem.presented to paneliTLEoral Imperative of Science vs
the Mbral Imperative of Religion. ...

Sir Snow:

1;

29‘

3s

I‘m.a pious agnostic»

Morality is not connected'with religion and
a lot of religion is not moral. K

morality exists apart.from.religion§ The E
best:people-I’ve met art nor re igious. ‘

I see little evidence that the formally %
religious societies are any more moral than a
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Huxley:
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Lady Snow;
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the societies who do not have religions;

We must make a distinction between ethics of
.science built into science and other values
nothbgilt in which are discovered by scientific
meta I»

Love is.an absolute necessity-wthis is a major
value. v , ..

Morals are social morality and are not*
connected with religion.

'We are all brothers.


